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Fabrication and characterization of anisotropic nanofiber scaffolds for advanced drug delivery systems
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Abstract: Stimuli-responsive, polymer-based nanostructures with anisotropic compartments are of great interest as advanced materials because they are capable of switching their shape via environmentally-triggered conformational changes, while maintaining discrete compartments. In this study, a new class of stimuli-responsive, anisotropic nanofiber scaffolds with physically and chemically distinct compartments was prepared via electrohydrodynamic cojetting with side-by-side needle geometry. These nanofibers have a thermally responsive, physically-crosslinked compartment, and a chemically-crosslinked compartment at the nanoscale. The thermally responsive compartment is composed of physically crosslinkable poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) poly(NIPAM) copolymers, and poly(NIPAM-co-stearyl acrylate) poly(NIPAM-co-SA), while the thermally-unresponsive compartment is composed of polyethylene glycol dimethacrylates. The two distinct compartments were physically crosslinked by the hydrophobic interaction of the stearyl chains of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) or chemically stabilized via ultraviolet irradiation, and were swollen in physiologically relevant buffers due to their hydrophilic polymer networks. Bicompartamental nanofibers with the physically-crosslinked network of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment showed a thermally-triggered shape change due to thermally-induced aggregation of poly(NIPAM-co-SA). Furthermore, when bovine serum albumin and dexamethasone phosphate were separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartamental nanofibers with anisotropic actuation exhibited decoupled, controlled release profiles of both drugs in response to a temperature. A new class of multicompartmental nanofibers could be useful for advanced nanofiber scaffolds with two or more drugs released with different kinetics in response to environmental stimuli.
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Introduction

Three-dimensional polymeric architectures with micro- and nanoscale anisotropy have emerged as a new class of advanced materials, as they are capable of simultaneously presenting different physical and chemical properties to each compartment.1 Recently, multicompartmental micro- or nanoparticles with different optical, electric, or magnetic properties for each compartment have been widely applied in industrial and biomedical applications because of their capability of dynamic switching in response to light, electric, or magnetic fields.2,3 Alternatively, multicompartmental micro- or nanofiber scaffolds with different biological ligands in each compartment have been developed as smart tissue engineering scaffolds because each compartment induces strong adhesion to specific cell lines, resulting in directional cell growth with a compartment, and spatial
control of cell proliferation. However, it is still challenging to introduce completely different physicochemical properties of polymers into each compartment of anisotropic micro- or nanoarchitectures, where each compartment is separately responsive to environmental stimuli, such as temperature, pH, and ionic strength.

Various original engineering approaches to synthesize anisotropic micro- or nanoarchitectures in the form of various geometries have been explored: electrohydrodynamic (EHD) cojetting, microfluidics, differential solvent evaporation, flow focusing lithography, spinning disks, selective deposition, partial modification by masking, Pickering emulsion, and self-assembly. Of the various methodologies for preparing anisotropic structures, EHD cojetting is specifically interesting as it allows for equilibrated laminar flow of multiple polymer solutions to be ejected from the vertex of a multiphasic Taylor cone. The created thin-jet stream due to charge–charge repulsion results in the formation of multicompartimental architectures.

Recently, the EHD cojetting platform technology of multiple polymer solutions in miscible solvents with side-by-side needle geometry was established with significant advantages: 1) versatility to introduce dissimilar polymers, different polymer blends, reactive additives, therapeutic biomacromolecules, drugs with low molecular weights (MWs), and a variety of inorganic nanomaterials into each compartment; 2) easy scale-up to prepare micron- or nanosized anisotropic structures composed of different materials in each compartment internally and externally; 3) free control of the composition, geometry, and aspect ratio of anisotropic architectures; and 4) facile approach to spatio-selectively immobilize multiple biological ligands for three-dimensionally controlled cell adhesion or in situ polymer chain growth in a compartment via atom transfer radical polymerization for chemically-controlled bending of biphasic microcylinders. EHD cojetting is a modified form of the EHD jetting process, which is commonly used to fabricate micro- or nanostructures from a variety of polymer solutions. The original EHD jetting uses the EHD forces to generate micro- or nanometer sized diameters of liquid jets. The electrified jet is produced when a high voltage at several kilovolts is applied between the flowing liquid and a conductive substrate separated by a certain distance. The outflowing of polymer solutions with specific viscosity, conductivity, and surface tension through a thin capillary in the presence of an externally applied electric field results in the production of micro- or nanoparticles or fibers of various sizes and shapes.

Multicompartamental characteristics of the anisotropic architectures make them suitable for a number of intriguing applications, including switchable display devices, a colloidal stabilizer at an interface of two immiscible solutions, self-propelled motors, optical sensors, and spontaneous assembly for complex structures. In addition, multicompartamental nanofibers with core–shell and side-by-side structures have been explored for drug delivery systems and tissue engineering scaffolds. However, there have been very limited studies regarding anisotropic architectures with actuation at the micro- or nanoscale, which are useful for advanced biomedical applications, specifically for biosensors, shape memory devices, microactuators, tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and drug delivery. In this respect, environmentally-responsive polymers, such as thermally responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) poly(NIPAM), could be incorporated into anisotropic architectures. Poly(NIPAM) monophase nanofibers prepared by electrospraying have been developed for pulsatile drug release and cell–sheet formations by thermal aggregation of the poly(NIPAM) chain due to the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) transition behavior. Stimuli-responsive physically- or chemically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM) copolymer networks have been extensively developed for various biomedical applications in smart drug delivery sensors and actuators, switchable interfaces, and bioengineered surfaces.

With a series of biomedical applications using environmentally-responsive polymers, the composite nanofiber scaffolds produced from two or more bioactive materials carrying various biomolecules or therapeutic agents have been developed. These scaffolds have the potential of tunable drug loading efficiency, drug release profiles, and biodegradability. Antibiotic drug cefoxitin sodium was successfully released from biodegradable poly(lactide-co-glycolide)-based nanofiber scaffolds in a sustained release manner. Controlled release of metronidazole benzoate from poly(e-caprolactone) scaffolds was achieved by tuning the polymer-to-solvent ratio. This system was applied to treat the periodontal disease. In situ crosslinked chitosan–polyethylene glycol (PEG)–folic acid nanocomplexes produced via electrospinning were loaded with anticancer drugs and explored for potential applications in cancer therapy. Nanofiber scaffolds with controlled topographical features have been investigated as potent materials for effective gene delivery with improved human wound healing ability. The prolonged release up to 50–60 days of nonviral gene vectors was achieved in the core–sheath structured nanofiber scaffolds composed of PEG and poly(e-caprolactone) in another investigation.
composites composed of poly(NIPAM), poly(vinyl alcohol), and poly(acrylic acid) showed interesting drug release profiles with burst to sustained release kinetics, depending on the ratios of the constituent polymers.22

In this study, we report a new class of thermally-responsive anisotropic nanofibers with physically and chemically distinct compartments that were first developed as smart drug delivery systems with mechanical actuation on the nanoscale. The bicompartimental nanofiber scaffolds were prepared via EHD cojetting of two different polymer solutions of thermally-responsive poly(NIPAM-co-stearyl acrylate) poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and thermally-unresponsive PEG dimethacrylates (PEGDMA) with a side-by-side geometry. Although totally different polymer solutions were used for the EHD cojetting, a biphasic Taylor cone was maintained due to the balanced viscosity, conductivity, and surface tension of two polymer solutions, resulting in the formation of discrete interfaces between the two compartments. The poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was physically crosslinked by hydrophobic interaction of stearyl chains of poly(NIPAM-co-SA), while the PEGDMA was chemically stabilized via ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Both compartments of these nanofiber scaffolds were swollen in physiologically relevant buffers due to the hydrophilic polymer network, clearly demonstrating their hydrogel property. The bicompartimental nanofibers showed thermally-triggered shape shifting from an uncoiled to coiled conformation due to thermally-induced aggregation of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains and inert PEGDMA in the other compartment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of bicompartimental nanofibers composed of a physically-crosslinked, thermo-responsive compartment, along with a chemically-crosslinked compartment showing a thermally-triggered mechanical actuation and fast response to external stimuli because of high surface area-to-volume ratios, which make them unique choices for the development of smart drug delivery systems for stimuli-triggered, controlled drug release.25 Furthermore, when bovine serum albumin (BSA) and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (DMP) were separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartimental nanofibers with mechanical actuation showed fully decoupled, controlled release profiles in response to temperature. This nanofibers with mechanical actuation showed fully decoupled, separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartmental albumin (BSA) and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (DMP) were controlled drug release.

The development of smart drug delivery systems for stimuli-triggered, volume ratios, which make them unique choices for the development of smart drug delivery systems for stimuli-triggered, controlled drug release. This nanofibers with mechanical actuation showed fully decoupled, separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartmental albumin (BSA) and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (DMP) were controlled drug release.

In this study, we report a new class of thermally-responsive anisotropic nanofibers with physically and chemically distinct compartments that were first developed as smart drug delivery systems with mechanical actuation on the nanoscale. The bicompartimental nanofiber scaffolds were prepared via EHD cojetting of two different polymer solutions of thermally-responsive poly(NIPAM-co-stearyl acrylate) poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and thermally-unresponsive PEG dimethacrylates (PEGDMA) with a side-by-side geometry. Although totally different polymer solutions were used for the EHD cojetting, a biphasic Taylor cone was maintained due to the balanced viscosity, conductivity, and surface tension of two polymer solutions, resulting in the formation of discrete interfaces between the two compartments. The poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was physically crosslinked by hydrophobic interaction of stearyl chains of poly(NIPAM-co-SA), while the PEGDMA was chemically stabilized via ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Both compartments of these nanofiber scaffolds were swollen in physiologically relevant buffers due to the hydrophilic polymer network, clearly demonstrating their hydrogel property. The bicompartimental nanofibers showed thermally-triggered shape shifting from an uncoiled to coiled conformation due to thermally-induced aggregation of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains and inert PEGDMA in the other compartment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of bicompartimental nanofibers composed of a physically-crosslinked, thermo-responsive compartment, along with a chemically-crosslinked compartment showing a thermally-triggered mechanical actuation and fast response to external stimuli because of high surface area-to-volume ratios, which make them unique choices for the development of smart drug delivery systems for stimuli-triggered, controlled drug release. Furthermore, when bovine serum albumin (BSA) and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (DMP) were separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartimental nanofibers with mechanical actuation showed fully decoupled, controlled release profiles in response to temperature. This nanofibers with mechanical actuation showed fully decoupled, separately loaded into each compartment, the bicompartmental albumin (BSA) and dexamethasone 21-phosphate (DMP) were controlled drug release.

### Materials

NIPAM (97%) and stearyl acrylate (SA) obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) were separately purified by recrystallization from n-hexane and ethanol, respectively. In addition, 2,2'-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) known as azobisisobutyronitrile (98%) obtained from Acros (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was purified by recrystallization from methanol. PEG (MW, 20,000 g/mol), methacrylic anhydride (MA), 2-hydroxy-2-methyl-propiophenone (97%) as a photoinitiator, fluorescein diacetate, Nile red, ethanol, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), DMP disodium salt, BSA, and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water purified by Milli-Q (Millipore Water Purification Systems; EMD Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) was used throughout all of the experiments.

### Synthesis of poly(NIPAM-co-SA)

The physically crosslinkable polymer, poly(NIPAM-co-SA), was synthesized as previously reported.5 NIPAM was dissolved in dimethylformamide at 30°C and recrystallized below 10°C to remove any impurities. In a typical batch, 20 g of NIPAM were dissolved in 200 mL of dimethylformamide in a conical flask at room temperature to produce a final concentration of 10.0 weight/volume (w/v)%. This solution was then transferred to a 4°C refrigerator for recrystallization. The solution was filtered through filter paper (Whatman® qualitative filter paper, grade 1; Whatman Ltd, Kent, UK) via an aspirator assembly (A-1000S, EYELA, USA; Tokyo Rikakikai Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). Shiny, crystalline NIPAM was obtained, which was then dried to remove any residual organic solvent. SA was also recrystallized from ethanol before use. Two grams of SA was dissolved in 50 mL of ethanol at room temperature to produce a final concentration of 4.0 w/v%, followed by incubation at 4°C for recrystallization. Monomers of NIPAM and SA were dissolved in pure ethanol with a feed molar ratio of 97:3 for copolymerization. Azobisisobutyronitrile was used as a free radical initiator up to 0.005 w/w% of the total monomer weight. The mixture was heated to boiling with magnetic stirring at 260 rpm under reflux for at least 5 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere to complete the reaction. When the resultant transparent solution was poured into deionized water to purify poly(NIPAM-co-SA), the copolymers immediately turned into aggregates, which were then collected and dried for further use. Unreacted NIPAM was dissolved in the water and unreacted; water-insoluble SA was precipitated and removed. The copolymers were removed and freeze-dried by a lyophilizer (MCFD8508; Ilshin Lab Co, Ltd, Gyeonggi-do, Korea) under vacuum to completely remove any residual solvent. The resulting white, spongy solid was used for further characterization and experiments.

### Synthesis of poly(NIPAM-co-SA)

The physically crosslinkable polymer, poly(NIPAM-co-SA), was synthesized as previously reported.5 NIPAM was dissolved in dimethylformamide at 30°C and recrystallized below 10°C to remove any impurities. In a typical batch, 20 g of NIPAM were dissolved in 200 mL of dimethylformamide in a conical flask at room temperature to produce a final concentration of 10.0 weight/volume (w/v)%. This solution was then transferred to a 4°C refrigerator for recrystallization. The solution was filtered through filter paper (Whatman® qualitative filter paper, grade 1; Whatman Ltd, Kent, UK) via an aspirator assembly (A-1000S, EYELA, USA; Tokyo Rikakikai Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). Shiny, crystalline NIPAM was obtained, which was then dried to remove any residual organic solvent. SA was also recrystallized from ethanol before use. Two grams of SA was dissolved in 50 mL of ethanol at room temperature to produce a final concentration of 4.0 w/v%, followed by incubation at 4°C for recrystallization. Monomers of NIPAM and SA were dissolved in pure ethanol with a feed molar ratio of 97:3 for copolymerization. Azobisisobutyronitrile was used as a free radical initiator up to 0.005 w/w% of the total monomer weight. The mixture was heated to boiling with magnetic stirring at 260 rpm under reflux for at least 5 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere to complete the reaction. When the resultant transparent solution was poured into deionized water to purify poly(NIPAM-co-SA), the copolymers immediately turned into aggregates, which were then collected and dried for further use. Unreacted NIPAM was dissolved in the water and unreacted; water-insoluble SA was precipitated and removed. The copolymers were removed and freeze-dried by a lyophilizer (MCFD8508; Ilshin Lab Co, Ltd, Gyeonggi-do, Korea) under vacuum to completely remove any residual solvent. The resulting white, spongy solid was used for further characterization and experiments.
Synthesis of PEGDMA

As previously reported, PEGDMA was synthesized from the reaction of MA and PEG (MW, 20,000 g/mol) at room temperature. PEG, MA, and triethylamine were dissolved in 15 mL of DCM at a feed molar ratio of 0.025:0.22:0.01, respectively, and stirred at room temperature for 4 days. The product was precipitated in diethyl ether, filtered, and freeze dried, while unreacted monomer was removed.

Polymer characterization

Poly(NIPAM-co-SA) was analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) to determine the average MW and MW distribution. GPC analysis was performed with a Waters-515 high-performance liquid chromatography pump system (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA) connected with a refractive index detector. Tetrahydrofuran was used as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/minute. Polystyrenes in the MW range of 820 to 1,070,000 g/mol were used as a standard, while the column temperature was maintained at 40°C. Poly(NIPAM-co-SA) was confirmed from the 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis (AVANCE III 400; Bruker BioSpin AG, Fällanden, Switzerland) and the apparent molar ratio of each monomer was determined through the relative area under the curves of the corresponding peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum. When poly(NIPAM-co-SA) was dissolved in deionized water at a concentration of 1.0 w/v%, 1.5 w/v%, and 2.0 w/v%, the thermal property was confirmed by measuring the hydrodynamic size of the self-assembled micelle nanostructures as a function of the temperature using dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Zetasizer Nano ZS90; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The micelle polymer solution was prepared in ethanol at a final concentration of 10 w/v%. The polymer solution was then transferred to deionized water while maintaining the final concentrations of 1.0 w/v%, 1.5 w/v%, and 2.0 w/v%, followed by ultrasonication using an ultrasonicator (VC 505; Vibra-Cell, Sonics and Materials, Inc, Newton, CT, USA) for 40 seconds with 3/2 seconds of on/off cycles to prepare the polymeric micelles. A UV–visible spectrometer (Cary-100 Bio; Varian Biotech, USA) with Peltier thermostated temperature control was used to measure the absorbance of the polymer solution at 350 nm as a function of the temperature at a heating rate of 1°C/minute.

Preparation of anisotropic nanofibers by EHD cojetting

Two polymer solutions were separately prepared for the EHD cojetting of biphasic nanofibers. Fluorescein diacetate and Nile red, as hydrophobic fluorescence dyes, were separately used to characterize the biphasic Taylor cone and the degree of anisotropy using different emission spectra. Prior to the EHD cojetting for the preparation of anisotropic nanofibers, EHD jetting of each solution for the monophasic nanofibers was carried out to determine the critical concentrations to form a stable cone–jet mode for each solution. One polymer solution comprising of 0.36 g of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and 1.0 mg of fluorescein dissolved in 1.0 mL of pure ethanol resulted in a final concentration of 36.0 w/v% and 0.01 w/v%, respectively. The other polymer solution contained 0.24 g of PEGDMA and 0.5 mg of Nile red dissolved in a solvent mixture of ethanol and TFE at a 3:1 volume ratio to produce a final concentration of 24.0 w/v% and 0.05 w/v%, respectively. Each polymer solution was loaded into a 1.0 mL syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) connected to a dual-channel needle (FibriJet® SA-3610; Micromedics, Inc, St Paul, MN, USA) with side-by-side geometry. The two syringes were fixed with an applicator (Micromedics, Inc) to identically control both flow rates of the polymer solutions. The precisely controlled flow rate of the two polymer solutions was achieved through a micro syringe pump (KD Scientific, Inc, Holliston, MA, USA). The positive terminal of a high-voltage power supply (NANO NC, Seoul, Korea) was connected to dual needles, and a ground was applied to aluminum foil with a thickness of 0.018 mm (Fisherbrand; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) that served as a collecting substrate. The distance between two electrodes was vertically maintained in the range of 10–12 cm. High direct current electrical potential was applied in the range of 9.0–10.0 kV, and a flow rate of both solutions was kept at 0.40–0.50 mL/hour. A high-resolution digital camera (D-90; Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was focused at the tip of the dual needles to visualize the biphasic Taylor cone, jet stream, and jet breakup during the EHD cojetting.

Physical and chemical stabilization of the biphasic nanofibers

For chemical crosslinking, 0.005 w/w% 2-hydroxymethylpropionophenone was added to the PEGDMA polymer solution as a photoinitiator. The PEGDMA compartment of the bicompartimental nanofibers in the solid state was chemically crosslinked by UV irradiation for 10 minutes using a UV lamp (Omnicure-1500A; Lumen Dynamics Group Inc, Mississauga, ON, Canada) operating at a power of 60 mW/cm² for 2 minutes. Alternatively, the other compartment composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) was stabilized through physical crosslinking because of
hydrophobic interactions among the long alkyl side chains. The resulting biphasic nanofibers were stabilized in an aqueous environment, which was confirmed by imaging analysis with fluorescence and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).

**Imaging of bicompartamental nanofibers using fluorescence microscopy and SEM**

The bicompartamental nanofibers were characterized in the dry state using an IX81 inverted phase contrast fluorescence microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) in the fluorescence and bright-field mode. Physically- and chemically-crosslinked bicompartamental nanofibers were dispersed in PBS at pH 7.4, sonicated using an ultrasonicator (VC 505; Vibra-Cell, Sonics and Materials, Inc), and imaged to characterize both the stability and swelling property under aqueous conditions. The anisotropic property of the bicompartamental nanofibers was confirmed using the TCS SL CLSM equipped with He/Ne– and argon lasers (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The corresponding laser excited each dye in each compartment, and the emission spectral range was controlled to avoid overlap of the emission signals of the two dyes. The wavelength ranges of the fluorescein and Nile red for the spectral emission were adjusted to 543–579 nm and 592–647 nm, respectively. A temperature-controlled stage (Tempcontrol 37-2 digital; Leica Microsystems) was used to observe the thermally-triggered mechanical actuation within each compartment when these nanofibers were immersed in PBS at pH 7.4. Any structural changes of the biphasic nanofibers were measured as the temperature gradually increased. The temperature was controlled over approximately 4°C–50°C, and any shape changes were observed in real time and were recorded as CLSM images in monophasic nanofibers and bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA. Nanofibers homogeneously suspended in PBS were applied on a cover glass and placed on the temperature-controlled stage. A stage temperature was controlled in four different ranges: 1) 5°C to 15°C; 2) 15°C to 25°C; 3) 25°C to 35°C; and 4) 35°C to 45°C. The identical CLSM imaging conditions were also used for the monophasic fibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) or PEGDMA as controls. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the diameter, diameter distribution, and surface morphology of both the monophasic nanofibers and bicompartamental nanofibers in the dry state. These nanofibers were coated with platinum using a K575X Turbo Sputter Coater (Emitech Ltd, Ashford, UK) to introduce a conductive layer, and imaged using an SEM (VEGA-SB3; TESCAN-USA Inc., Cranberry, PA, USA) operated at an accelerating voltage of 0.5 kV to 30 kV.

**Preparation of dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers**

The model drugs, DMP and BSA, were used as small molecular and biomacromolecular drugs, respectively. In a representative experiment, two polymer solutions were separately prepared. Solution “A” was comprised of 0.36 g of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and 2.0 mg of 1) DMP or 2) BSA dissolved in 1.0 mL of a solvent mixture of ethanol and TFE at a 3:1 volume ratio, while solution “B” contained 0.24 g of PEGDMA and 2.0 mg of 1) BSA or 2) DMP dissolved in 1.0 mL of the solvent mixture of ethanol and TFE at a 3:1 volume ratio. The dual drugs of DMP and BSA were alternately loaded into each of solution “A” and solution “B”, such as the DMP-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and BSA-loaded PEGDMA compartment, respectively. Two polymer solutions with dual drugs were loaded into a 1.0 mL syringe connected to a dual-channel needle (FibriJet SA-3610; Micromedics, Inc) with side-by-side geometry. A high-voltage power was applied for the EHD cojetting, as previously mentioned.

**In vitro release of DMP and BSA from the drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers**

Ten milligrams of dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers were suspended in 1 mL of PBS at pH 7.4 to study the drug release kinetics decoupled from each compartment as a function of the temperature. These nanofiber solutions were maintained in the suspension state in a shaker operating at 100 rpm, and the temperature was maintained at 4°C or 37°C to observe temperature-controlled drug release. Five different batches were prepared to study the batch-to-batch variability of the drug release from each compartment. The aliquots were periodically taken from the nanofiber solutions after fixed time intervals, and the fresh PBS buffer was replenished to maintain an identical solution volume. The concentration of DMP and BSA in the aliquot was determined by measurement of the optical absorbance at 242 nm for DMP and 278 nm for BSA, and then by the deconvolution of overlapping absorbance peaks. In addition, the nanofiber solutions were incubated in a shaker operating at 100 rpm at 4°C or 37°C every 10 minutes to study the pulsatile drug release. The temperature was periodically changed from 4°C to 37°C and from 37°C to 4°C every 10 minutes. The concentration of
the released model drugs in the aliquot was analyzed with a UV–visible spectrophotometer, as previously described.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 1A shows a schematic of the instrumental setup of EHD cojetting of two separate polymer solutions with side-by-side needle geometry to synthesize a new class of stimuli-responsive, bicompartamental nanofibers with distinct physically- and chemically-crosslinked compartments. As represented in the insets of Figure 1A, totally dissimilar polymer solutions, including: 1) thermally responsive and physically crosslinkable poly(NIPAM-co-SA); and 2) nonthermally...
responsive and chemically crosslinkable PEGDMA at different concentrations were loaded into individual syringes connected to a dual-channel needle with a side-by-side geometry, which were fixed at a dual-channel applicator assembly to propel equal amounts of polymer solution during EHD cojetting.\textsuperscript{8,11} A microsyringe pump maintained a continuous flow of the two polymer solutions through the channels. High voltage at 9–10 kV applied between the needle and collecting substrate made jet streams that were simultaneously ejected from the vertex and rapidly evaporated, forming polymeric bicompartimental nanofibers. A digital image of the biphasic Taylor cone in Figure 1A shows that there was no severe interdiffusion between the two polymer solutions during EHD cojetting, aiding the production of more bicompartimental nanofibers. As reported elsewhere, it is important to maintain a discrete interface between two outflowing polymer solutions within the biphasic Taylor cone, which is critical for producing anisotropic nanoarchitectures with distinct multicompartments.\textsuperscript{12,13} Figure 1B represents a diagram of stimuli-responsive actuation of bicompartimental nanofibers with distinct compartments of: 1) thermoresponsive and physically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM-co-SA) on one side; and 2) nonthermoresponsive and chemically-crosslinked PEGDMA via UV irradiation on the other side, in a swollen state under aqueous conditions as a function of temperature. We hypothesized that conformational changes of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains above its LCST could thermally induce mechanical actuation when immersed in aqueous solutions, which makes these nanofibers ideal for multimodal drug delivery systems where one drug could be released via external stimuli and the other drug could be delivered through diffusion.

As shown in Figure 1A, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) dissolved in ethanol served as the thermo-sensitive compartment, while photocrosslinkable and biocompatible PEGDMA in the ethanol–TFE solvent mixture was used to generate the nonthermoresponsive compartment. Organic solvents, such as ethanol and TFE, were used to clearly observe the thermally responsive actuation of the bicompartimental nanofibers because the organic solvents prevented thermal aggregation of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) during EHD cojetting. It is notable that the evaporation of the aqueous solutions of poly(NIPAM) copolymers during EHD jetting caused the polymer chains to aggregate due to the LCST, resulting in bead-on-strings or fibrous structures with different diameters.\textsuperscript{23,24} Additionally, different polymer concentrations in organic solvents were optimized so that their viscosities were balanced. When the bicompartimental nanofibers were prepared by EHD cojetting, the photocrosslinkable PEGDMA compartment was then irradiated under UV light to chemically crosslink the PEGDMA chains.

For the thermoresponsive and physically crosslinkable compartment, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) was synthesized by free radical polymerization of NIPAM monomers with hydrophobic SA, while PEGDMA was synthesized for the nonthermoresponsive and chemically crosslinkable compartment by the reaction of MA and PEG with a MW of 20,000 g/mol. Figure 2A and B show the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA, respectively. First, triplets near 0.84 ppm indicate the presence of stearyl groups in the polymer backbone, demonstrating that SA monomers were copolymerized with NIPAM, as previously reported.\textsuperscript{14} The apparent molar ratio of NIPAM and SA was 96.6:3.4, which compares to its feed molar ratio of 97:3, indicating enhanced incorporation of the hydrophobic SA monomers into the polymer chains, potentially due to their good compatibility in ethanol and preferential reactivity. Second, the chemical shifts of methylene protons on PEGDMA were 5.76 ppm and 6.18 ppm, and the protons next to the terminal MA groups shifted to 4.37 ppm in Figure 2B, as previously reported.\textsuperscript{40} In addition, the MW and MW distribution of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) were determined by GPC. Poly(NIPAM-co-SA) has a weight average MW of 22,000 g/mol and a number average MW of 9,700 g/mol, leading to a polydispersity index of 2.3. More importantly, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA have similar MWs, which helped to maintain the stable biphasic Taylor cone during EHD cojetting, potentially due to balanced viscosities in ethanol and TFE.

Figure 3A and B represent the intrinsic physicochemical properties of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) characterized by DLS and UV absorbance. As previously reported,\textsuperscript{14} poly(NIPAM-co-SA) has limited solubility in water because of long hydrophobic alkyl chains, while its backbone has hydrophilic properties because of the amide functional groups. Along with its amphipathic characteristics, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) molecules were spontaneously self-assembled into nanoscaled micellar structures in dilute conditions upon dissolution of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) in ethanol, mixing with water and subsequent ultrasonication. These micelles have the hydrophilic poly(NIPAM) backbone chain facing outward and the hydrophobic SA side chains merging inward, forming the self-assembled core–shell nanostructures. As shown from the DLS measurement in Figure 3A, a sharp single transition occurred at a critical temperature (the LCST), which is characteristic of thermally responsive poly(NIPAM)-based copolymers. The micelle size collapsed from approximately...
170–190 nm to 40–50 nm for the 1.0–2.0 w/v% polymer solution, as the temperature increased above its LCST, which is in good agreement with a previous report.\textsuperscript{34} The LCST varied as a function of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) concentration, potentially due to different degrees of entanglement and mobility of the polymer chains.\textsuperscript{34} As the polymer concentration increased, more interweaving between the polymer chains occurred, resulting in the reduction of the LCST. Figure 3B represents the 350 nm UV absorbance that clearly shows the LCST behavior of poly(NIPAM-co-SA). The polymer chains
Nanofiber scaffolds for drug delivery were aggregated above the LCST at 30.2°C–34.7°C, causing an increase in turbidity, as was previously reported.\textsuperscript{6,34} As the polymer concentration increased from 1.0 w/v% to 2.0 w/v%, the LCST changed from 34.7°C to 30.2°C. The LCSTs determined by UV absorbance were similar to those analyzed by DLS as a function of the polymer concentration. Furthermore, the increased polymer concentration caused an increase of the initial micelle size, likely due to more entanglement among the polymer chains and less mobility, as observed in the UV absorption spectra below the LCST.

Figure 3 Hydrodynamic diameters and UV absorbance of amphipathic poly(NIPam-co-SA).

Notes: (A) Hydrodynamic diameters of amphipathic poly(NIPAm-co-SA) characterized by dynamic light scattering, and (B) UV absorbance of poly(NIPAm-co-SA) solutions at various polymer concentrations as a function of temperature. The amphipathic poly(NIPAm-co-SA) molecules were spontaneously self-assembled into micellar structures at nanoscaled dimensions in dilute conditions. A sharp single transition in (A) occurred at a critical temperature, defined as the lower critical solution temperature, as also observed in (B).

Abbreviations: UV, ultraviolet; poly(NIPAm-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); w/v%, weight/volume.
These results clearly show a sharp thermal transition of environmentally-responsive poly(NIPAM-co-SA).

Previously, EHD jetting of a poly(NIPAM-co-SA) solution in methanol homogeneously produced thermally responsive poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofiber matrices with a rapid swelling-deswelling property at the single nanofiber level, as the organic solvent-based method prevented aggregation during evaporation of the jet stream. Alternatively, EHD jetting of a poly(NIPAM)-based copolymer solution in water induced aggregation of the polymer chains due to the water evaporation, resulting in the formation of beads-on-strings and nanofibrous structures. Similarly, hydrogen bonding between water and polymer chains also plays an important role, as it is the most critical factor with respect to the thermoresponsive property when a poly(NIPAM)-based copolymer solution in water was electrosprun. In addition, solubility of polymer chains in a solvent is another important parameter, which causes aggregation instead of interacting with the solvent. The relative solubility of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) in water was lower than that of the other organic solvents such as methanol, ethanol, TFE, and acetone. Therefore, ethanol and an ethanol–TFE mixture were selected as organic solvents for poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the SEM and CLSM images of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA nanofibers in the dry and swollen states at a low temperature of 10°C and a higher temperature of 40°C, respectively. As determined by the SEM images of five different batches (N=5) per nanofiber, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers in Figure 4A have an average diameter of 185 ± 7 nm, while PEGDMA nanofibers in Figure 4B have an average diameter of 266 ± 11 nm, which is in good agreement with the diameters of their CLSM images in Figure 4C and D. These images show uniform nanofibrous structures without any beads-on-a-string structures. When poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA nanofibers were immersed in PBS at pH 7.4, they were swollen at similar degrees due to stabilization via physical and chemical crosslinking. As previously reported, poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers stabilized by physical crosslinks of hydrophobic long alkyl side chains clearly showed a thermally responsive volume change as a function of temperature. Figure 4E and G indicate that the average diameter of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers in the swollen state significantly changed from 1.48 µm to 0.94 µm as the temperature increased from 10°C below its LCST to 40°C above its LCST because the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains instantaneously collapsed above its LCST. The nanoscaled thermal transition of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers was consistently observed in a series of experiments conducted with various sizes of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers. Alternatively, Figure 4F and H shows that PEGDMA nanofibers with the average diameter of 1.84 µm in the swollen state showed no volume transition at either temperature due to the nonthermoreponsive PEGDMA chains and

**Figure 4** SEM and CLSM images of nanofibers of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA. Notes: (A and B) SEM and (C–H) CLSM images of nanofibers of (A, C, E and G) poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and (B, D, F and H) PEGDMA in (A–D) dry and (E–H) swollen state at (E and F) a low temperature of 10°C and (G and H) a higher temperature of 40°C, respectively. Uniform nanofibrous structures were observed with a narrow diameter distribution without any beads-on-a-string structures. Poly(NIPAM-co-SA) nanofibers stabilized by physical crosslinks of hydrophobic long alkyl side chains clearly showed thermally responsive volume change, while chemically-crosslinked PEGDMA nanofibers showed no volume transition as a function of temperature. Scale bars are 4.0 µm in (A–H), and 1.0 µm in the inset of (A–D).

Abbreviations: poly(NIPAM-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); PEGDMA, polyethylene glycol dimethacrylates; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy.
stability in PBS due to UV-initiated chemical crosslinking. It is important to physically or chemically crosslink watersoluble polymers in various nanostructures to make them resistant to water dissolution. Intermolecular crosslinking of the polymer chains help to retain the original geometry under aqueous conditions and act as a nanoscaled, soft hydrogel embedded with water. Crosslinking of poly(NIPAM)- or PEGDMA-based hydrogels has been achieved through various mechanisms including physical-, chemical-, or photo-initiated crosslinking.

With advances in the preparation of single compartmental poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA nanofibers, multicompartmental polymeric nanofibers with physically and chemically distinct regions produced via EHD cojetting act as novel materials for multiple functionalities. Separate compartments of biphasic nanofibers were loaded with different nanomaterials or drugs to provide multiple functionalities. Generally, two compartments are originally generated and then chemically modified to introduce different physical and chemical properties. It was reported that various shape reconfigurations at the microscale, such as bending hydrogels, coiled structures, and chemomechanical actuators, occurred when one compartment was stimuli-responsive, while the counter compartment was stimuli-unresponsive. Preparation of multicompartmental nanostructures is largely affected by rheological properties and fluid dynamics of different polymer solutions under an externally applied electric field during the EHD cojetting. When various methodologies to stabilize multicompartmental nanostructures are introduced, chemical crosslinking requires extra crosslinkers in the polymer jetting solution, possibly changing its rheological properties during EHD jetting. However, physical crosslinking based on electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions makes the rheological properties constant throughout the EHD jetting process without any crosslinking agents. Different polymers were modified to introduce hydrophobic interactions for physical and chemical stability, resulting in the formation of original nanostructures that contained cyclodextrins with pendant-hydrophobic groups for reversible molecular interaction of polymer backbone chains. In addition, thermoresponsive poly(NIPAM) core–shell microstructures, where the shell was highly modified with hydrophobic long alkyl chains, were stabilized when exposed to water. In this respect, totally dissimilar jetting solutions separately containing 1) thermoresponsive and physically crosslinkable poly(NIPAM-co-SA), and 2) nonthermoresponsive and UV-initiated, chemically crosslinkable PEGDMA, were EHD cojetted by maintaining balanced rheological properties and fluid dynamics of both solutions, resulting in the formation of bicompartamental nanofibers with distinct compartments for stimuli-responsive actuation.

In general, the viscosity of a polymeric solution is directly proportional to its concentration, which has a pronounced effect on the stability of the cone–jet mode and on the morphology of resulting nanofibers. The liquid jet tends to break into droplets at low polymer concentrations, while keeping other parameters constant. On the other hand, the jet stream starts extending continuously and then forms continuous nanofibers at a critical polymer concentration. A further increase of the polymer concentration produces fibrous structures with the larger diameter. At very high polymer concentrations, the fluid is unable to flow, and clogs in the spinneret. In addition, the surface tension of a polymer solution largely depends on the solvent, which is critical to produce a stable Taylor cone. In order to avoid detachment of the two polymer solutions during EHD cojetting, a miscible solvent set of ethanol for poly(NIPAM-co-SA), an ethanol–TFE mixture for poly(NIPAM-co-SA), and PEGDMA was employed. The distance between two electrodes also affects the stability of the cone–jet mode. An increased distance between the electrodes produces nanofibers with decreased diameters and noncontinuous structures. The voltage applied between the electrodes is one of the most important parameters used to generate a stable and continuous cone–jet stream. Dripping of the polymer solutions was observed at 4.0 kV, and as the voltage increased to 6.5 kV, the Taylor cone started thinning and elongating at the vertex. A further increase in the voltage up to 9.0–10.0 kV resulted in the generation of a stable and continuous jet stream. As the voltage was increased above this threshold, the Taylor cone started wobbling and lost swirl-free meridian flow, while multiple jet streams were produced. A combination of solvents, polymer concentrations, applied voltage, and the distance between electrodes were optimized to prepare continuous anisotropic nanofibers.

Figure 5 shows the SEM and fluorescence images of the bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA compartments in the dry state, with separate fluorescence signals of the fluorescein and Nile red channels. The bicompartamental nanofibers in Figure 5A and B have an average diameter of 327 ± 8 nm, as determined by SEM images of five different batches (N=5). Although elliptical morphology of the nanofibers was observed at high magnification, their uniform nanofibrous structures without beads-on-a-string were also observed for the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA nanofibers, which is in
good agreement with the previous report on multicompartmental microcylinders.\textsuperscript{45} Similarly, Figure 5C and D clearly illustrate that the discrete nanofibrous structures in the dry state were retained while having two fluorescence signals of both the fluorescein and Nile red channels without any phase separation during the EHD cojetting.

Figure 6 shows CLSM images of the bicompartamental nanofibers in the dry and swollen states at a low temperature of 10°C and at a higher temperature of 40°C with fluorescein, Nile red, and combined fluorescence signals. The CLSM images indicate that both compartments maintained the nanofibrous structures and distinct interfaces in both the dry and swollen state at 10°C and 40°C were observed. Therefore, the hydrophobic stearyl side chains in poly(NIPAM-co-SA) were physically crosslinked via inter- and intramolecular hydrophobic interactions, while PEGDMA chains were chemically crosslinked through a facile and mild reaction mechanism of photo-initiated crosslinking.\textsuperscript{46} Both crosslinking strategies applied to each compartment helped to produce
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\caption{SEM and fluorescence images of the bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA compartments. 
Notes: (A and B) SEM and (C and D) fluorescence images of the bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA compartments with separate fluorescence signals of (C) fluorescein and (D) Nile red channels in the dry state. Discrete nanofibrous structures with two fluorescence signals of the fluorescein and Nile red channels were observed. Scale bars are 20.0 \(\mu\)m in (A, C, and D) and 4.0 \(\mu\)m in (B).
Abbreviations: SEM, scanning electron microscopy; poly(NIPAM-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); PEGDMA, polyethylene glycol dimethacrylates.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{CLSM images of the bicompartamental nanofibers in the dry and swollen state. 
Notes: CLSM images of the bicompartamental nanofibers in the (A–C) dry and (D–I) swollen state at (D–F) a low temperature of 10°C and (G–I) a higher temperature of 40°C with (A, D, and G) fluorescein, (B, E, and H) Nile red, and (C, F, and I) combined fluorescence signals. Both compartments maintained nanofibrous structures and a distinct interface in both the dry and swollen state at 10°C and 40°C. The dramatic structural changes at the nanoscale occurred from the uncoiled to coiled form as the temperature increased from 10°C to 40°C, because significant conformational changes of the polymer chains within the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment occurred above its LCST with a volume transition, while the PEGDMA compartment showed no volume transition due to the nonthermoresponsive PEGDMA chains. Scale bars are 2.0 \(\mu\)m in (A–C), 4.0 \(\mu\)m in (D–F) and the inset of (G–I), and 8.0 \(\mu\)m in (G–I).
Abbreviations: CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; poly(NIPAM-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); LCST, lower critical solution temperature; PEGDMA, polyethylene glycol dimethacrylates.}
\end{figure}
homogeneous biphasic nanofibers because the rheological properties (including complex viscosity and surface tensions of both polymer solutions) were balanced throughout the EHD cojetting process. As previously mentioned, it is difficult to control the rheological properties in the other chemical crosslinking mechanisms, which could produce beads-on-a-string structure or a mixture of nanofibers and nanoparticles. When the bicompartamental nanofibers were immersed in PBS at pH 7.4, their average diameter changed from 0.32 µm to 2.05 µm because both compartments were swollen at similar degrees, as observed in Figure 4E and F. Furthermore, CLSM images of the bicompartamental nanofibers in Figure 6F and I showed that their average diameter in the swollen state changed from 2.05 µm to 1.79 µm.
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**Figure 7** Decoupled in vitro drug release kinetics from the dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA compartments at various temperatures.

**Notes:** Two different sets of the dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers were prepared: (A) a BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a DMP-loaded PEGDMA compartment; and (B) a DMP-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a BSA-loaded PEGDMA compartment. The different sets of the dual drug-loaded nanofiber solutions were maintained in a suspension state at 4°C or 37°C to observe the temperature-controlled drug release. The BSA from the BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was released at a slower rate at 37°C compared to 4°C because aggregation of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains at 37°C caused the hydrated pore size of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment to become smaller, trapping BSA within the physically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment.

**Abbreviations:** poly(NIPAM-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); BSA, bovine serum albumin; PEGDMA, polyethylene glycol dimethacrylates; DMP, dexamethasone 21-phosphate.
Dramatic structural changes at the nanoscale occurred from the uncoiled to coiled state due to significant conformational changes of the polymer chains within the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment as the temperature increased above its LCST from 10°C to 40°C, while the PEGDMA compartment showed no volume transition due to the nonthermoresponsive PEGDMA chains. As observed in real-time monitoring of their physical changes through thermally-induced actuation within the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment, the reversible structural transition from an uncoiled form in the extended,

**Figure 8** Temperature-dependent drug release profiles of the different sets of dual drug-loaded nanofiber solutions when incubated in suspension at 4°C or 37°C for every 10 minutes.

**Notes:** The gray and white blocks represent 4°C and 37°C, respectively. Two different sets of the dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers were prepared: (A) a BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a DMP-loaded PEGDMA compartment; and (B) a DMP-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a BSA-loaded PEGDMA compartment. The BSA from the BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was released at different rates at 4°C and 37°C due to the reversible conformational change of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains as a function of temperature.

**Abbreviations:** poly(NIPAM-co-SA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-stearyl acrylate); DMP, dexamethasone 21-phosphate; PEGDMA, polyethylene glycol dimethacrylate; BSA, bovine serum albumin.
relaxed structure at 10°C in Figure 6D–F to a coiled form in the collapsed, tense structure at 40°C in Figure 6G–I is potentially due to completely different physical and chemical properties of two distinct compartments. As the temperature increased from 10°C to 40°C, the uncoiled nanofibers turned into coiled structures while maintaining distinct interfaces between the two compartments. It was also confirmed that the thermoresponsive and physically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was always on the inside of the coiled structure, while nonthermoresponsive and chemically-crosslinked PEGDMA was located on the outside of the coils, as clearly shown in the inset of Figure 6I. This similar behavior was observed elsewhere, potentially due to different degrees of hydration of each compartment.15 Additionally, bending of the poly(NIPAM)-based hydrogel structures was previously reported,37 which is similar to the bimetal strip used in temperature-controlled electrical switches, where one metal has a greater thermal coefficient of expansion.

Figure 7 shows decoupled in vitro drug release kinetics from the dual drug-loaded, bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA at various temperatures. Two different model drugs, DMP and BSA, were alternatively loaded into each compartment as small molecular and biomacromolecular drugs, respectively. Two different sets of the dual drug-loaded bicompartamental nanofibers were prepared: 1) a BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a DMP-loaded PEGDMA compartment; and 2) a DMP-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment and a BSA-loaded PEGDMA compartment. The different sets of the dual drug-loaded nanofiber solutions were maintained in a suspension state at 4°C or 37°C to observe the temperature-controlled drug release. Five different batches were prepared to study batch-to-batch variability of the in vitro drug release from each compartment. As shown in Figure 7A, BSA from the BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was released at a slower rate at 37°C, which is above the LCST, rather than at 4°C, which is below the LCST, because aggregation of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains at 37°C caused the hydrated pore size of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment to decrease, trapping BSA within the physically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment. While the hydrated pore size of the chemically-crosslinked PEGDMA compartment was maintained at 4°C and 37°C, the DMP from the DMP-loaded PEGDMA compartment was released faster at 37°C than at 4°C, potentially due to enhanced mobility of DMP as the small molecular drug through the hydrated pores of PEGDMA network under dynamic suspension condition. In addition, Figure 7B shows the effect of the MWs of the drugs loaded into each compartment on the controlled release kinetics at 4°C and 37°C. Although the hydrated pore size of the physically-crosslinked poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment decreased at 37°C due to the collapsed poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains, DMP was released at faster rates at 37°C rather than 4°C because DMP is smaller than the collapsed hydrated pore size, resulting in enhanced molecular mobility; this is in good agreement with the DMP release profiles, as shown in Figure 7A. Alternatively, BSA was released at similar controlled release rates at 4°C and 37°C, potentially because the BSA (as a biomacromolecule) was mostly entrapped within the hydrated, chemically-crosslinked PEGDMA compartment. Furthermore, Figure 8 shows the temperature-dependent drug release profiles of the different sets of dual drug-loaded nanofiber solutions when incubated in suspension at 4°C or 37°C for every 10 minutes. The incubation temperature was periodically changed from 4°C to 37°C and from 37°C to 4°C every 10 minutes. As shown in Figure 8A, the BSA from the BSA-loaded poly(NIPAM-co-SA) compartment was released at different rates at 4°C and 37°C, which was due to the reversible conformational change of the poly(NIPAM-co-SA) chains as a function of temperature, indicating temperature-triggered pulsatile drug release profiles. On the other hand, the others showed diffusion-controlled drug release, as shown in Figure 8B. This systematic study suggests that thermally-responsive bicompartamental nanofibers composed of poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and PEGDMA compartments could be useful for advanced drug delivery systems with decoupled in vitro drug release kinetics of dual drugs.

Conclusion
In summary, a new class of thermally-responsive bicompartamental nanofibers with physically- and chemically-distinct compartments was developed for a variety of multifunctional biomedical applications. The bicompartamental nanofibers were prepared via the EHD cojetting of totally different polymer solutions of thermoresponsive poly(NIPAM-co-SA) and nonthermoresponsive PEGDMA. Rational experimental design including stimuli-responsive polymers, their MWs, solvent composition, and crosslinking mechanisms produced uniform bicompartamental nanofibers with a discrete interface between two compartments on a large scale, by maintaining balanced rheological and fluid dynamic properties of both polymer solutions during EHD cojetting. Thermally-triggered shape shifting of the bicompartamental nanofibers from an uncoiled to coiled configuration at the nanoscale was due to thermally-induced aggregation of poly(NIPAM-co-SA)
chains and the PEGDMA of the counter compartment. Future work will focus on multicompartamental nanofibers or nanoparticles with more than two compartments having distinct stimuli-responsive properties for therapeutic applications. Therefore, the thermally-triggered actuation of the bicompartamental nanofibers makes them useful for advanced drug delivery systems with the stimuli-triggered, decoupled drug release of multiple drugs.
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